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Enter Character Y (A Translation)
Y may enter the forest
But may Y leave?
Not before finding what the forest
Knows.
It is easier to get in
But not that easy
It is easier to get in than
To get out

Return is another matter
But to get out
Is to leave the outer forest
Or to enter the outer forest
From the not-forest

Either way it is easier to get
In though *in 1 place
*Is out another
As Y well knows
But this is not
What the forest knows.
Does the forest know
Y is there
Yes.
Y the character
Knows what the forest
Knows : Y is there
But this is not what
The forest knows
Which Y must know
To leave the forest
Y must not ask
What the forest
Knows the forest
Is the forest of no
Return to the forest
Knows no return
The forest is
As the forest is
Though it must be
Remembered back
Into the forest
After the conflagration
At the end of the book
At the end of the forest
At the efes where ghosts
White as sheets
In a certain light
But covered o’er the impressions
Of leaves Y can see
By the black knife
Cutting away the moon
Y must read the leaves
At the efes where ghosts
Scatter the dust
For none to see.